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Tough Dog has been “making tracks 
across the world” since 1985, and 
have grown rapidly as a result of the 
excellent reputation their quality 
gear commands. Today, Tough Dog 
products are sought after the world 
over, and the distribution network 
spans 41 countries around the world.

With some of the harshest conditions 
right here in Australia to test out 
products, the gear that makes it to the 
market is a cut above the rest.

In 2018, Tough Dog took up 
residence in the new Headquarters in 
Marsden Park.  Featuring dedicated 
spaces for Research & Development, 

Design & Manufacture, and Bulk 
Production, the new home of Tough 
Dog marks the beginning of a new 
chapter in our international story.  
Our efforts in the export market were 
also recognised, with 3 runner-up 
positions and a win in the WSABE 
Excellence in Export category.

MAKING TRACKS SINCE 1985MAKING TRACKS SINCE 1985

OUR HISTORYOUR HISTORY
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JOIN THE PACK... ONLINE!JOIN THE PACK... ONLINE!
Finding the right Tough Dog suspension kit for any 
application has never been easier than with our online kit 
builder. Just choose the vehicle, accessories, and shock 
choice that you need, and the suitable kits will be displayed! 

It could not be easier. If you’re in Australia, you can 
even order your kit online, and collect it from your  local 
authorised Tough Dog Dealer.
Come & “Join The Pack” online today!

SELECT YOUR VEHICLE AND FRONT ACCESSORIES:

SELECT YOUR 4WD

MODEL

YEAR/SERIES

FRONT SETUP

SELECT YOUR SHOCKS AND SPRINGS:

ADD OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER:

11

22

33

44

BUILD & BUY ONLINEBUILD & BUY ONLINE

FORD

RANGER

PXIII RANGER

STEEL BULLBAR

SELECT SELECT SELECT

PINS & SHACKLES UPPER CONTROL ARMS 'AIR ASSIST' AIR BAGS

CONTACT OPPOSITE LOCK AT: +27 64 525 2338 | +27 11 697 0086 
OR INFO@OPPOSITELOCK.CO.ZA | VISIT US AT WWW.OPPOSITELOCK.CO.ZA
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18mm, double  
chrome-plated rod.

41mm internal bore with  
60mm external casing.

FOAM CELLFOAM CELL

*Sizes may vary due to vehicle fitment.

*Sizes may vary due to vehicle fitment.

  53mm Bore
  70mm Outer Casing
  22mm Piston Rod
  Reinforced Welded 

      Mounting Points
  Huge Oil Reservoir
  3 Year Unlimited Kilometre 

      Warranty (see catalogue for 
      full warranty terms) 

*Sizes may vary due  
  to vehicle fitment

53mm RALPH shock

41mm FOAM CELL shock

35mm NITRO GAS shock
  35mm Bore
  50mm Outer Casing
  Medium Duty Use
  Velocity Sensitive Valving
  2 Year Unlimited Kilometre 

      Warranty (see catalogue for 
      full warranty terms) 

  Award Winning ‘Best All-Round Performer’
  41mm Bore Size*
  60mm Outer Casing*
  18mm Piston Rod
  Reinforced Welded Mounting Points
  3 Year Unlimited Kilometre Warranty 

      (see catalogue for full 
       warranty terms) 

PERFORMANCE FROM THE INSIDE OUTPERFORMANCE FROM THE INSIDE OUT
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Modern IFS vehicles use strut style 
suspension in the front axle, and the 
spring rate required can be more 
than 750lbs in some instances.  This 
enormous pressure needs an industrial 
spring compressor to ensure correct 
assembly.  Assembling the strut unit 

prior to fitment to the vehicle is the 
most crucial part of any suspension 
fit out, and incorrect assembly can 
lead to premature suspension failure.  
Tough Dog offer their complete 
range of struts in complete assembly 
variants – at no extra cost!

Double welded end fittings  
in all applications for  
maximum strength.

Micro-cellular foam insert  
that reduces shock fade.

COMPLETE STRUT ASSEMBLIES

BIG SHOCK, BIG PERFORMANCEBIG SHOCK, BIG PERFORMANCE
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22mm, Chrome-Plated 
Piston Rod.

45mm Internal Bore  
with 70mm Outer Casing.

  Huge 45mm Internal Bore with 70mm Outer Casing  for Maximum Oil Capacity
  Equipped with our Micro-Cellular Foam Insert that Reduces Shock Fade
  9 Stage External Adjustment – Comprehensive Ride Control! 
  22mm, Chrome-Plated Piston Rod
  External, On-Shaft Bump Stop on Most Part Numbers
  3 Year Warranty (see catalogue for full warranty terms)

  40mm Internal Bore
  60mm External Casing
  18mm Piston Rod
  Micro-Cellular Foam Insert
  Reinforced Welded Eye Rings and Studs
  3 Year Unlimited Km Warranty 

      (see catalogue for full warranty terms)

45mm BIG BORE ADJUSTABLE shock

40mm ADJUSTABLE shock

*Sizes may vary due to vehicle fitment.

*Sizes may vary due to vehicle fitment.

BIG BORE ADJUSTABLEBIG BORE ADJUSTABLE

Complete solutions for most 4WDs 
visit www.toughdog.com.au to build your kit!
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9 Stage External Adjustment  
– Comprehensive Ride Control!

Equipped with our Micro-Cellular 
Foam Insert that Reduces 
Shock Fade.

4040MMMM & 45 & 45MMMM  
COMPLETE COMPLETE 
ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY 

STRUTS STRUTS 
AVAILABLEAVAILABLE
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SUSPENSION FITMENTSUSPENSION FITMENT

Measuring 
the 
downward 
travel the 
shock has

 

Before 
fitment

After fitment

Measure all 
four wheels, 

from the 
bottom 

edge of the 
wheel(rim) 
to the edge 

of the fender

COPY
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COPY

SUSPENSION FITMENTSUSPENSION FITMENT
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MADE FROMMADE FROM
X5K STEELX5K STEEL

Designed in Australia, Tough Dog leaf springs offer a spring 
pack for just about any application you might require. Our 
springs are a proven performer in any situation.

Tough Dog leaf springs are a truly progressive rate leaf 
spring. Each leaf is set slightly higher than the leaf above so 
there is contact along the whole length of each leaf. There 

are single stage and two stage springs available for different 
applications. Primary and secondary stage leaves ensure 
that the vehicle’s ride remains uncompromised. As the 
spring is compressed under load, the heavier second stage 
leaves come into play to prevent excessive sag & remove 
high stresses from the primary stage.

Tough Dog coil springs are designed and manufactured in 
Australia to exacting standards to stand up to some of the 
harshest conditions found anywhere in the world.

Made from X5K spring steel, our coils are designed with 
less material while maintaining superior ride quality & load 
carrying characteristics. The spring retains  
its original memory even after heavy loading.

THE RESULT? A lighter, tougher coil that can handle just 
about anything you can throw at it.

LEAF SPRINGS

COIL SPRINGS

  Shot Peened, Scragged and Load Tested for  
     maximum durability

  Hot formed on precision mandrels  
      to maintain spring memory

  Huge range of heights and load  
      carrying options for most 4WD vehicles

SPRINGS YOU CAN COUNT ON!SPRINGS YOU CAN COUNT ON!

0-300kg

constant 300kg

constant 500kg

SPRINGSSPRINGS
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Tough Dog 'Air Assist' rubber bellow airbags are designed 
for leaf spring vehicles where the load constantly varies.  

Made from heavy duty rubber bellows with crimped 
end caps, these bellows will withstand the harshest 
environments found anywhere in the world.

Tough Dog 'Air Assist' high density polyurethane airbags 
are designed for coil sprung vehicles to assist with varying  
loads and towing applications.  

The heavy duty polyurethane bags can handle up to  
60psi of pressure.

VARYING LOAD? NO WORRIES!VARYING LOAD? NO WORRIES!
Tough Dog airbags are designed to exacting 
standards to stand up to some of the harshest 
conditions found anywhere in the world.
If your load changes all the time, an 'Air Assist' 
suspension system could be for you.
'Air Assist' springs are specifically designed to 
level out and control the rear ride height of  
your vehicle.  

  Laser Cut & Powder Coated Brackets
  Zinc Plated Roll Plates Top & Bottom
  No Drill Fitting (most applications)
  Eliminates Sway & Body Roll
  Guards Against Excessive 

      Compression When Loaded
  3 Year / Unlimited Kilometre Warranty

BELLOWS AIRBAGS COIL INSERT AIRBAGS

No Drill Fitting
(most applications)

5-100 psi (bellows)
5-60 psi (coil inserts)

Heavy Duty 
Rubber

Suits 
Towing

Suits 
Heavy Load

AIR ASSISTAIR ASSIST
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Quality steering components go a huge 
way to alleviating driver fatigue. Rough 
and unforgiving road surfaces can 
transfer through the wheels and up to 
the steering wheel.

If you’re constantly fighting to keep 
the vehicle on track, eventually that 
effort will take its toll. Tough Dog 
steering dampers are on your side 
when it comes to taming steering 
shimmy and shake.

The Tough Dog EXT steering damper  
is our affordable, heavy duty 
replacement damper.

Featuring a  35mm internal bore and our 
Foam Cell insert, this damper will give you 
control and feeling back in your steering set up

The ‘SV’ damper offers users the ability to 
adjust the damping force to suite driving 
style and vehicle requirements.

Available for most live axle vehicles, and 
up to 150mm lift in some applications.

These dampers are designed for 
vehicles with greater than 100mm 
of lift running large diameter or 
aggressive tyres.  These dampers 
come with all necessary brackets.

The ‘Return-to-Centre’ damper is 
designed to re-centre your steering 
and help reduce shimmy and shake 
caused by rough road surfaces, 
reducing driver fatigue and increasing 
vehicle control.

EXT

SV ADJUSTABLE

XHD RTC

RTC

STEERING DAMPERSSTEERING DAMPERS
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CASTOR CORRECTION

UPPER CONTROL ARMS

Castor is the angle to which the steering pivot axis is tilted 
forward or rearward from vertical, as viewed from the side. 

When a vehicle is lifted, the castor angle is adversely 
affected because of the change in the angles of the front 
radius arms.

Tough Dog provide a range of products to adjust camber 
from two degrees through to seven degrees to ensure a 
reliable straight steering feel is maintained at any lift height 
provided in the Tough Dog range.

Camber adjustment on live axle LandCruisers and Patrols 
can require an offset camber pin to be fitted. Available 
in 0.5, 0.75 and 1 degree of offset, these pins can help 
eliminate excessive and uneven tyre wear.

Tough Dog’s Upper Control Arms are 
designed to return a vehicle’s suspension 
and steering geometry to standard 
after it has been lifted, as well as 
allowing additional clearance 
between the coil and the upper arm 
during suspension travel.

Tough Dog UCAs can help get 
the maximum performance and 
lifespan from your suspension and 
steering components.

 Up to +3.5º Caster and up  
      to -1.5º Camber (depending on  
      final vehicle height)

 Fixed length and position  
      design - guards against accidental  
      misalignment during offroad use.

 Slimline tube design and ball joint  
      housing to maximize clearance.

 Chromoly steel ball joint

 1020 Grade Forged Bushing & Ball  
      Joint Housings for high strength.

 Heavy Duty, High flex style bushing  
      design - requires no lubrication  
      and maximizes bushing life.

 Factory brake line mounting  
      locations included.

 Designed to accept OEM  
      components as replacements  
      if needed.

1020

ALIGNMENTALIGNMENT

OFFSET CAMBER PINSOFFSET CAMBER PINS
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SWAY BARS
FITTING COMPONENTS

4Way Suspension, the creators of Tough Dog suspension 
components, have identified a need in the armoured 
vehicle industry for a larger bore, extreme heavy duty, 

comprehensive armoured vehicle replacement suspension 
solution. The first, and largest bore twin tube foam cell 
shock absorber is available, and it’s available in your brand!

  Solid steel construction
  Direct Bolt-in Design
  Complete fitting kit supplied
  Australian Made Urethane Bushings

AVR 50mm Bore shock absorbers are the largest bore shocks available.  
The increased oil capacity results in superior handling and 
better vehicle control in all emergency situations.

Controlling the body roll created by the substantial amount 
of weight added to the vehicle during the armouring 
process is imperative to maintaining good road holding 
characteristics. AVR have a range of Heavy Duty Sway Bars 
that will restore the handling qualities of the vehicle. 

AVR complete armoured solutions means just that, we have 
the complete range of suspension components required for 
your project, including Australian made Urethane bushing 
kits, greasable pin and shackle replacements.

11
22

44

55
66

33
11

33

55

22

44

66

20mm Chrome Rod

IFS Vehicles transmit all of the weight of the vehicle through the lower 
strut eye bush. AVR utilise a multi layered design with a third metal ring 
laminated into the rubber for maximum strength and durability.

70mm Outer Casing

High Temp Hydraulic Fluid

Multi Lip Oil Seal

Foam Cell Technology

50mm Internal Bore

AFTERMARKET
AFTERMARKET

WORLD FIRST
WORLD FIRST

AVR SHOCK ABSORBERSAVR SHOCK ABSORBERS

ARMOURED SOLUTIONSARMOURED SOLUTIONS
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Made from X5K spring steel, our coils 
can be designed with less material 
while maintaining superior ride quality 
& load carrying characteristics. This 
means he spring retains its original 
memory even after heavy loading.  

THE RESULT? A lighter, tougher coil 
designed specifically for armoured  
vehicle applications.

Manufactured using an exacting, 
computer controlled system, our AVR 
coil springs are CAD designed, and the 
blank steel is bar peeled to remove any 
surface defects.

The bar peeled steel is heated to 

around 1000ºC and then rolled into 
shape before being quenched in oil, 
which hardens the springs to 62HRC.

Once hardened, they are then 
tempered at 400ºC, and if required, 
machine ground to suit the application.

After tempering, the coil is shot-
peened, giving the coil a high intensity 
finish to ensure maximum fatigue life. 
Finally, each spring  is phosphate coated 
for corrosion resistance, and powder 
coated to create the finished product .

Tough Dog leaf springs are a truly 
progressive rate leaf spring. Each 
leaf is set slightly higher than the leaf 
above so there is contact along the 
whole length of each leaf.

Flat bar steel in SUP9 and SUP9A 
grade is cut to length, then the centre 
hole, diamond cut ends, and other 
fixtures are cold pressed into the steel.

The military wraps and rolled 
eyes are formed, before the springs 
are heated to around 1000ºC in a 
gas forge, and hot cambered to the 
required specifications. Quenched in 
oil to harden the springs, the leaves 
are then tempered by being re-
heated in the forge. After tempering, 
the springs are shot-peened to a high 

intensity finish and stress relieved to 
guard against sag in the spring.

Finally, each leaf is indivually coated 
in primer and top coat to ensure that 
every part of the steel is coated.  
After assembly, the leaves  
are dipped in paint  
to ensure total 
coverage.

  X5K spring steel
  Shot peened to relieve stress
  Scragged and load tested
  Hot formed to maintain spring memory
  Powdercoat finish

  SUP9 and SUP9A  steel
  Shot peened to relieve stress
  Precision mandrel & die-formed
  Pre-stressed to maintain ride height
  Powdercoat finish

COIL SPRINGSCOIL SPRINGS

LEAF SPRINGSLEAF SPRINGS
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  1 x 9 metre - 8,000kg OR 11,000kg Snatch Strap

  1 x 3 metre 10,000kg Tree Trunk Protector

  1 x 20 metre 10,000kg wicnh extension strap

  1 x 10,000kg Pulley Block

  2 x 4.75T W.L.L Bow Shackles

  1 x Leather/synthetic work gloves

  1 x Recovery Damper Blanket

  Heavy duty carry bag

  3 year warranty (material & manufacture)

When you get stopped in your tracks, the Tough Dog  
Complete Recovery Kit has everything you need to get 
back on track! Having a Tough Dog complete recovery kit 
on board gives you the confidence to know that no matter 
how stuck you get, you’ll have the equipment to get back 
on track right there with you. 

Every component is independently tested in Australia 
by NATA certified testing laboratories to ensure it won’t 
let you down! With all the essentials for both snatch and 
winch recovery situations packed into the heavy duty bag, 
you’ll always be prepared.

All components also available separately

RECOVERY KIT WITH CHOICE RECOVERY KIT WITH CHOICE 
OF OF 99MM SNATCH STRAP: SNATCH STRAP: 8T OR 11T

1111TT

88TT

RECOVERY GEARRECOVERY GEAR
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PRODUCT PART NO.

8T complete recovery kit TDRK-08T

11T complete recovery kit TDRK-11T

8T 9M snatch strap TDRG-001

11T 9M snatch strap TDRG-002

10T 3m Tree Trunk Protector / Equalizer Strap TDRG-003

10T 20M Winch Extension Strap TDRG-004

10T Pulley Block TDRG-005

4.75T Bow Shackle TDRG-006

When you get stopped in your tracks, the Tough Dog snatch 
strap is the quick and easy answer for a vehicle assisted 
recovery.  Made from 100% Nylon, snatch straps harness 
kinetic energy by stretching under load, getting you out of 
trouble quickly and easily.

SNATCH STRAPS

The Tough Dog Tree Trunk 
Protector is designed for 
use as both an equaliser 
strap for snatching, or as a 
tree trunk protector when 
winching.  Essential for 
every type of recovery! 

Complex winch recoveries often need 
a change of angle, or a multiplaction 
of pulling force through a double line 
winch pull.  The Tough Dog pulley 
block is a key part of any recovery 
kit, allowing you to alter the line 
direction of your winch without 
damaging your winch cable or rope.

When you’re out making tracks and 
you need a long winch recovery, the 
Tough Dog winch extension strap is 
the perfect partner to your winch. 
This strap has minimal stretch  

& maximum strength for  
winch recoveries.

An essential addition to every 
recovery kit, these bow shackles 
can be used in conjunction with 
winches or snatch straps to assist 
in recovery. Shackles should only 
be used on vehicles fitted with 
recovery rated points featuring 
closed eyelets.

TREE TRUNK PROTECTOR

WINCH PULLEY BLOCK

WINCH EXTENSION STRAP

4.75T BOW SHACKLE

HEAVY DUTY 
1200 DENIER
RECOVERY BAG

HEAVY DUTY 
RECOVERY 
GLOVES

RECOVERY ACCESSORIESRECOVERY ACCESSORIES
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Adjustable panhard rods allow  
the axle to be re-centred under  
the vehicle after the height has  
been modified.

Tough Dog panhard rods are bent 
from a single solid bar for strength, 
and are adjustable to cover a broad 
range of vehicle heights.

Tough Dog Performance 4WD Torsion 
Bars offer a spring rate that is 
approximately 30% higher than  
OEM torison bars.

Optimise your 4WD’s ride & handling 
characteristics with quality torsion 
bars from ToughDog!

PANHARD RODS

TORSION BARS

Greasable pins and shackles help protect the bushes 
from premature wear because of the ingress of dirt and 
grit. Greasable components are particularly important 
to vehicles exposed to outback dust or high salt level 
environments like boat ramps and beach driving.

When U-bolts are tightened to secure the leaf pack in the vehicle 
from factory, the metal is stretched as a normal part of this process. 
It is important that U-bolts be replaced when a suspension system is 
changed, as a stretched U-bolt has lost its integral strength. 

Tough Dog U-bolts are manufactured using high tensile steel  
& are designed with the correct length of thread for larger, heavy duty 
leaf spring packs.

Tough Dog urethane is stronger than rubber components and has greater 
longevity and resistance to deterioration from chemical exposure. Urethane 
bushes respond well to greasing during operation, and are created to retain 
flexibility for ride comfort. 

Replacement urethane bushes are available for all Tough Dog leaf springs as 
well as for a range of other suspension bushing locations in vehicles.

PINS & SHACKLES

U-BOLT KITS

URETHANE BUSHES & SPACERS

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES
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Extended brake lines become a requirement for larger lift 
vehicles to prevent damage from stretching the existing 
lines. Tough Dog offer a brake line solution in both a 
tradition rubber style as well as a steel braided line for 
improved brake pedal response and feel.

BRAKE HOSESBRAKE HOSES

Tough Dog pays close attention  
to the fit and finish of every  
complete solution.  We have a  
range of fitting brackets and vehicle  
specific components.

Check out our complete catalogue 
listing for components to suit  
your vehicle.

FITTING KITS

Replacement strut tops are available separately 
for most modern vehicles.  These units are suitable 
for use with Tough Dog product and with original 
manufacturers struts as well.

STRUT TOPS

TDSP-004-2

TDSK-021

Sway Bar Spacers

TDSP-010 TDSP-008
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ROCK CRAWLING COMPETITION COILOVERS
PRODUCT PART NO.

SHOCKS

Shock - 12” Travel (505/810mm) BMX45305

Shock - 14” Travel (565/910mm) BMX45355

Shock - 16” Travel (610/1015mm) BMX45406

COIL SPRINGS

Coil Spring  - 160lb TDC-BMX160

Coil Spring  - 180lb TDC-BMX180

Coil Spring  - 100lb Tender TDC-BMX100

Coil Spring  - 180lb Dual Rate (Tapered) TDC-BMX180T

COIL SPRINGS

Urethane Spring Connector TDUK-2000

Urethane Protector Sleeve TDUK-2001

QA1 Heim Joints 361321

CONTACT:

ROCK CRAWLINGROCK CRAWLING
COMPETITION COILOVERSCOMPETITION COILOVERS

Rock Dog Coil-Over shocks are modelled on the tried and 
tested 45mm Big Bore shock absorbers that Tough Dog 
already offer for a range of larger vehicles. The external bore 
has been increased in size to accommodate the machine 
chased thread and extra strength on the outside of the unit.

WWW.OPPOSITELOCK.CO.ZAWWW.OPPOSITELOCK.CO.ZA
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Raw Shock 
Absorber

Dual Rate 
Tapered 

Coil Spring

160lb & 180lb 
Coil Springs

QA1 Heim Joints Urethane 
Protector Sleeve

100lb Tender 
Coil Spring

Urethane 
Spring Connector


